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Submission instructions 

Announcement date: December 4, 2020 

Submission deadline for full proposals: February 26, 2021 23:59 GMT 

Submission system: 
Please submit full proposals through the 
electronic submission system  

 
If you have any questions concerning the call for Thematic Working Groups, please contact HSG secretariat 

at: hsg@csih.org 
 

Announcement 
Health Systems Global (HSG) is opening the call for proposals for Thematic Working Groups (TWGs) to be 
formed or renewed for the subsequent four years. The call is open both to HSG existing TWGs and new 
groups. 
 
The TWGs are a core component of HSG’s identity as a member-driven organization. They are multi-
disciplinary groups comprised of researchers, decision-makers, and implementers. The TWGs are a crucial 
incubation and engagement mechanism through which volunteer members engage in advancing health 
policy and systems research (HPSR) by sharing resources, undertaking collaborative analysis, and engaging in 
debate and dialogue.  
 
The TWGs represent a significant accomplishment of HSG and are one of the critical services offered to HSG 
members. They provide a platform for membership interaction and the exchange of experiences around 
particular issues in HPSR. TWGs must align and be the drivers of HSG’s strategic priorities and are expected 
to contribute to the mission and strategic objectives of the organization. 
 

Submission requirements  

Interested groups are expected to submit: 

1. Full online proposal (2,500 words maximum). The application proposal should include the 
following elements: 

a. A name of your proposed TWG (and abbreviation if necessary); 

b. A description of the topic/area you propose for the TWG work, including justification 
that it addresses a well-identified HPSR need or gap (which could be a research 
issue/area or key activity for the HPSR field);  

c. A work plan containing a set of goals, description of proposed activities (type, mode, 
frequency) and functions. It should explain how these align with HSG’s current Strategic 
Plan, fulfil strategic objectives, contribute towards capacity strengthening, and 
promote regional and cross-regional involvement and outreach; 

d. A description of the intended HSG members target group, regions, and sectors you will 
represent; a proposed strategy for reaching out within HSG membership and, if 
relevant, outside it;  

e. A proposed mechanism and criteria for annual self-assessment of TWG performance; 

f. A proposed TWG governance structure and suggested leadership (who must be HSG 
members), including contact information (name, affiliation, email, telephone); 

g. A list of at least ten initial members of the proposed TWG (excluding leaders); 
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h. If required, a proposed budget* for the first two years, corresponding to planned 

activities; 

i. All existing groups seeking renewal will have to demonstrate the completion of 
previous plans (or expected to accomplish by the end of the term) and activities 
proposed in the previous application and activities at the time of reapplying. 

2. Short bios of proposed TWG leadership; 
3. Any other supporting documents/annexes if necessary. 
 
Please submit your proposal through this online submission system before February 26, 2021 23:59 GMT. 
 
TWG Selection Criteria 

The criteria listed below will inform the Board Working Group on TWG Engagement in the 
selection of the new TWGs, and must therefore be clearly elaborated in various sections of the 
bid: 

1. Relevance – proposal focus and theme: contribution to the relevant and well-identified HPSR need 
or gap (which could be a research issue/area or key activity for the field, e.g., teaching and learning, 
using evidence in decision-making), alignment and contribution to HSG Strategic Plan and strategic 
objectives, and the specific needs of a target group of HSG members 

2. Feasibility – sound working plan and innovation: working plan assuring the realistic and 
sustainable operation of a TWG at least for the next four years, drawing from relevant prior 
experience to demonstrate the plan’s feasibility, and also based on a clear set of goals, proposed 
activities, members engagement mechanism, and if required related budget; innovative ideas 
about how to keep engaged its constituency in the long-term and how TWG’s work can become 
sustainable beyond the first four years (i.e., ideas about the format when evolving beyond TWG 
incubation and engagement mechanism (e.g., forum, network, repository, different ways of 
governing and membership building). For existing TWGs seeking renewal, this will be assessed 
based on previous performance and on future plans equally. 

3. Inclusion and diversity – leadership and membership: diversity of proposed leadership by gender 
and geographic balance, as per HSG’s global mandate; clear governance structure, proposed 
mechanism/criteria for annual self-assessment of TWG performance; intended target group of HSG 
members and which sectors/region they will represent 

4. Capacity strengthening contribution: planned contribution to HPSR individual, organizational, 
network-level capacity strengthening (at least two levels required), globally and/or regionally, 
linked to findings from the HSG capacity strengthening survey findings here 

5. Regional and cross-regional involvement and outreach: planned involvement, engagement, 
mentorship, outreach and contribution to regional and cross-regional activities and collaboration, 
expanding HSG membership and working with regional representatives on the HSG Board 

*Please note that the availability of financial resources is contingent on the HSG Board approval of the next 
HSG two-year budget. For guidance, previously available seed funding support to TWGs amounted to $10k 
maximum for two years 
 
If you are interested in HSG’s current Thematic Working Groups, their thematic areas of focus and 
activities, please visit our dedicated page on the HSG website: https://healthsystemsglobal.org/thematic-
groups/. 
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